APPENDIX B: Correlations between change scores
This appendix derives the relationship between the correlation rs  between change scores on two instruments r and s, and the correlation rs  between scores observed cross-sectionally.
Suppressing the notation C or controls and T for the treatment groups, as correlations are assumed to be the same in each group, for scores on instruments r and s, at Baseline (B) and Follow-up (F) 
where k is a constant lying in the interval [-1,1], and we have assumed that variance does not vary with time.
In addition: 1,1,1, -1,-1) , delta=c(-2,-2,-2,-2, -2,-2,-2), a=c(-2,-2), sig.m1=0.1) list(mu=-1,sig=1, beta.m=c(NA,2,2,2, -2,-2), delta=c(-1,-1,-1,-1, -1,-1,-1), a=c(-1,-1), sig.m1=0.03 ) list(mu=-1,sig=.5, beta.m=c(NA,1,2,3, -1,-1), delta=c(-1,-3,-1,-1, -1,-1,-2), a=c(-1,-2), sig.m1=0.2 ) list(mu=-1.5,sig=.1, beta.m=c(NA,2,1,3, -2,-1), delta=c(-1,-3,-1,-1, -1,-1,-2), a=c(-1,-2), sig.m1=0.05 ) list sig=.05, beta.m=c(NA, 3, 3, 3, list(nC2=78, nT2=c(138,140), vC2=c( 6.3523, 2.6596, 46.511, 59.643), vT2=c( 12.139, 4.9456, 104.65, 54.951, 13.738, 5.2808, 76.514, 128.63 
